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An International Bestseller, this contemporary melody of The Chaplet of Divine Mercy in Song
brings together people of every faith to implore God's mercy for our families and the whole world.
This remastered edition features the songs I am a Voice and I Will Forgive by Michael Bethea -
who is often referred to by his fans as the man with a voice of an angel.

"Pimsleur programs provide plenty of positive reinforcement that will keep learners on track, and
we found that Pimsleur gave us more proficiency and confidence in speaking the new language
than any of the other language programs we reviewed." -- AudioFile Magazine"EXTREMELY
ACCESSIBLE...each section within the lessons is short enough to hold our attention, and there
is enough repetition to teach even those who consider themselves slow learners...Pimsleur
[programs] are extremely thorough and easy to use -- quite lively!" -- Boston Herald"Learn
French while commuting, German while jogging, Spanish (or Russian, Italian, and Japanese)
while cooking all with NO WRITTEN MATERIALS!" -- New York Daily News"Designed for the ear
and not the eye...the lessons provide PERFECT 30-minute bites of work." -- St Louis Post-
Dispatch"Learn to habla español or parlez français before your next trip aboard. The interactive
LESSONS CHALLENGE STUDENTS to use new words in conversation instead of memorize
them." -- American Way (American Airlines inflight magazine)"I tried other language programs
with little success...This is the best by far!" -- Pamela A. Mitchell, Pilot, International Society of
Women Airline PilotsAbout the AuthorDr. Paul Pimsleur devoted his life to language teaching
and testing and was one of the world’s leading experts in applied linguistics. After years of
experience and research, Dr. Pimsleur developed The Pimsleur Method based on two key
principles: the Principle of Anticipation and a scientific principle of memory training that he
called “Graduated Interval Recall.” This Method has been applied to the many levels and
languages of the Pimsleur Programs.
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Isaac Butterworth, “An Inviting Prayer Experience. I discovered the Chaplet of Divine Mercy in
Song after having recited the chaplet intermittently over the period of a few weeks sans music.
When I first heard the song, I found that it helped me remember what to say at the appropriate
time, and it elevated the entirety of the prayer experience. It no longer felt rote and dull. The
music is pleasant and easy to sing along with. Sometimes, however, I simply listen--not for long,
mind you. I soon join in again with my voice. So lovely is the experience that I find myself
motivated to keep my appointment for prayer each afternoon at 3 pm. (I cannot always make it,
but, when I cannot, I am disappointed.) I will often use each decade of the chaplet for the
purpose of interceding for others, those who need healing or comfort or grace. The chaplet helps
me to feel that I am in the presence of a loving Savior, whose desire is to show mercy to me and
to others. If you are in the habit of praying the chaplet, this CD recording will be a helpful
resource for you. If you have yet to make this a part of your devotional routine, you may find that
the CD will draw you to the practice. Divine mercy is flowing from our Savior's heart. It refreshes
and renews and directs us to pray for others who are in need of it.”

Virginia R., “Good Medicine. For the mind and heart... at Christmastime, or any time. Helped me
in a time of grief. Then another time when my health was failing, it brought comfort to my soul.
Now I’ve climbed a mountain, and I still appreciate the rare privilege of this recording.”

Darian Rachal, “Beautiful Music. I had previously only listened to this song on YouTube on my
computer and was quite pleased with the sound. I put the CD in my car(2003, but good sound
system) CD player and was amazed at how much better it sounded. I enjoy listening to this while
driving around. There are some interesting comments by the singers on the package label.”

PATRICIA E, “Excellent CD. The Divine Mercy is great and good spiritual material.A must have
in your car as your background music.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Love it. Heard this at church and just had to have. Did not disappoint. I
start my morning with this beautiful music!”

Allison, “Beautiful, but not the original TV version. Beautiful, but I must say that for years I
watched the chaplet on TV, and it was so wonderful. These singers are different. The one I had
watched on TV had five different singers. This one seems to "star" the man and he is indeed
talented, but the focus is slightly off of God and more on the singers. There are 3 singers and
they combine in the last two parts. Again, it is beautiful and I listen to it over and over. But if I had
a choice, I would buy the original version. The CD starts with two songs that are not in the
chaplet and then the chaplet which begins with a spoken Our Father and Hail Mary, and then the
sung chaplet.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Do not like the added music. Chaplet is beautifully sung nut the added
music is not for me.”

Liz D, “Sublime. Wonderful. Love it. A fantastic CD of the Chaplet of Divine Mercy that was
played on EWTN. The lead singers (Trish Short, Michael Bethea and Crystal Yates)have
beautiful voices that complement each other. Sung with real sincerity and faith. The tune is so
simple, even I can join in the sung prayer. The CD has two songs by Michael Bethea before the
Chaplet starts with the opening prayers (track 3) and as the whole Chaplet is on one track, there
is no danger of it being accidentally shuffled on my MP3 player. So glad I was able to get my
hands on this. The singers have recently changed the melody a little and the new version is on
YouTube. Hopefully this version will still be there. I would recommend this to any Christian
especially Catholics. Although it is a pray experience, it is also very soothing soul music. First
rate service from the supplier (BargainBooks USA).”

altmann, “It has brought him great comfort and inspiration. I bought this, along with the cd of the
holy rosary for my son who is in hospital at the moment, and he plays this frequently to while
away the hours. It has brought him great comfort and inspiration. The album reproduces the
Divine Mercy chaplet as sung on the EWTN channel on t.v.”

Michelle Therese, “Beautiful, so beautiful! The best Chaplet of Divine Mercy I've ever heard!.
This has to be THE BEST Chaplet of Divine Mercy CD I've ever heard!It is so ... gorgeous.
Mellow. Sublime. Pulls you right in heart and soul. The singers have beautiful voices, the style it
is sung in is just soooo good ~ words don't do justice! I love it. So do the kids!”

Beth, “Quality Contemporary Musical Cd. Just what I wanted. 30 minute cd. Peaceful and
graceful to aid recollection when saying Divine Mercy Prayers”

Suzannah, “Beautiful. This cd is a great companion to me in my car, I spend alot of time driving
about, school runs work etc, so I try to make better time of that by singing the Divine Mercy
Chaplet. This a beautiful rendition.”

The book by Debra Fine has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 392 people have provided feedback.
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